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ABSTRACT

Based on relevant physical properties of the corn ear, the corn prototype was designed to achieve corn shelling with lowest losses (un-shelling) and highest shelling efficiency in proper time. The reciprocating shelling plate is investigated as friction surface that easy shell the kernel from the corn ear. This way able to reduce the corn ear movement in varies the direction consequentially rising the percentage of shelling efficiency. The shelling prototype has two segments: one to remove the kernel from ear; and a second to collect the kernels. The oscillating shelling plate is a separator that is manual-driven and can reciprocate at four levels of reciprocating stroke were changed during caring out the experiment that were regulated by changing the crank radius (4.5; 6.5; 8.5 and 10.5cm). Three levels of shelling teeth number 100; 125 and 150 and three phases of the hand revolution of pedal, namely15; 25 and 35 rpm were investigated. The clearance between the corn ear and shelling plate were 2.5; 3.0 and 3.5mm. The shelling plate speed (m/s) was recorded relative to the angular speed of connecting shelling plate with the end point of crank radius. All experiments were carried out under constant kernel and cob ear moisture content “MC” of 10.8% and 10.32 “wb” respectively. The study gives the indicator to judge and deduce that the best factors which give the highest shelling efficiency (98.0%) were found at shelling plate frequency of 1.18 Hz, 10.2 shelling displacement of point “P” and crank “ωt” of 3.8 radial and the highest productivity (79.23 kg/h) was recorded at displacement of crank radius of 10.5 cm, 25mm corn shelling clearance and 0.94Hz frequency factor. Whereas, the lower value of productivity (26.8 kg/h) was found at frequency factor of shelling plate of 1.23 Hz with corresponding lower crank radius and the highest clearance values of 4.5 cm and 2.5 mm respectively.

INTRODUCTION

The government is doing its best to increase the corn production and make a success in the expanded corn program. Therefore, the new technology available should be adopted and the most effective post-production operations be used. In terms of corn shelling, there is a need to identify the optimum shelling with loose losses.

In the small Egyptian farms, the corn is shelled by rubbing the maize cobs against one another by hand or by direct removal of the kernels with one's fingers. This is very tedious, extra time and labor consuming and thus too expensive. Therefore, corn shelling machines are one of the most convenient and labor-saving that the practical farmer has in use. Consequently, the quest for a satisfactory cheap effective means of detaching the kernels from the cobs, so replacing such traditional shelling-techniques, is of importance for small and even medium-size farms in Egypt.

Petkevichus et al. (2008) states that the wet maize ears with a height and medium moisture content of 32.5% and 18.5% were fed in parallel and perpendicular to the drum shaft of a conventional threshing drum. They
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added that the maize ears fed in parallel with the drum shaft in the concave clearance moved twice as fast (4–5 m s\(^{-1}\)), received twice rasp bar impacts, and 10–20% of the threshed grain passed through the concave when compared to thresh with the maize ears fed perpendicular to the drum shaft. While, Nkakini et al. (2007) used a manually-operated handle to rotate two shafts, one of which translates rotational motion to become linear motion of a slider crank. The slider pushes the maize cobs into the sheller continually one after another. Though manually operated, the sheller can provide a continuous flow; the kernels being collected via a chute. At a speed of 60 rpm, a shelling effectiveness of 67% was achieved, with a low kernel-breakage factor of 0.090 and a throughput of 6.82 kg/h.

The manual shelling of maize is a time-consuming and tedious operation was studded by Nkakin et al. (2007). The power requirement of such shellers is high and hence. The prime mover is very expensive. To evaluation, the performance of a locally fabricated maize sheller the cob breakup, shelling efficiency, kernel damage and separation loss were measured for three varieties of maize over three harvest dates. Harvest date was found to have significant effects on most of the variables studied because of the variations in moisture contents. The kernel damage and cob breakup decreased significantly with later harvest date. The shelling efficiency was not significantly affected by changes in the harvest date. Therefore; the maize sheller can comfortably be used to shell local maize varieties.

Rudakov (2002); Ismail et al. (2009); Sudajan et al. (2002); Akubuo (2002) and Vindizhev and blaev (2003) indicated the effect of some operating factors such as clearance, shelling speed and number of beaters, direction of corn feeding, feeding rate, drum speed and drum types on damage and machine efficiency. The results showed that the malleability as the number of beaters increased a clearance decreased. They indicated that the grain damage increased with an increase each of drum speed and feed rates. This increase was due to higher impact levels transmit to the crop during threshing at higher drum speeds.

The corn shelling processes depending on moisture content in the grain, flow of the ear through the sheller and tension of spring bolt on the output opening of sheller, are obtainable by each of Choe et al. (1985); Tec, A.B. Jr (1987); Penelitian_Pertanian (1991); Kovacvic et al. (1997) and Bermundo et al. (2002). They added that the highest shelling performance was obtained at the drum speed 600rpm, 15.5-16.0% of corn moisture content. Under these conditions, the prototype has a capacity of 2.591kg/h in corn shelling and 2.5% of kernel damage. Comparative evaluation with existing shellers revealed that the improved machine obtained the highest efficiency of 97.11%, lowest mean unshelled loss and impurities of 0.14% and 0.79%, respectively, when shelling maize with moisture content of 22%-35%.

From the previous reviews, the corn shelling machines by traditional methods (drum-concave or drum rasp-bars) recorded maximum grain damage with increasing lode on the cleaning system. As a result, this paper aims to use the friction’s theories to shell the kernel from ear by investigating
reciprocating shelling plate and to construct and evaluate the shelling teeth number, frequency factor of shelling plate and shelling plate clearances on shelling, un-shelling efficiencies and prototype productivity in proper time.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The general descriptions of prototype

1- The reciprocating plate to shell corn was constructed in the workshop of Faculty of Ag, Mansoura University (Fig-1). It was created as a simple mechanism, eases for operation, repairs and maintains and may be operating by anyone without instruction. The prototype consists of the main frame, holding devices and shelling metering. It designs to easy set in stool and having stable balancing during rotated by hand. The main elements of it namely: frame and holding device, shelling and transmission units.

2- The main frame made of mild steel angle 50 × 50 mm and 5mm thickness. The holding device frame was fixed on it using four bolts that moving in the perpendicular direction to adjustment the clearance between shelling plate and holding device.

3- The holding device consists of three similar in the cub units, located on the prototype frame. Every unit contains a stationary concave compartment’s segment of a tube with its concavity shape that facing the shelling plate. The cub was constructed from steel of 2mm thickness, cut to accommodate the maximum length and diameter of the corn ear to facilitate their firmly contact against shelling plate. The diameter at the concave end less than that at the front to avoid throwing cobs after shelling into the chute with kernels and to facilitate remove it's from holding units.

4- The reciprocating plate with 5mm thickness of sheet plate is provided with a number of bolts (Fig-2). There were distributed on the surface of shelling plate with rows spacing of 10-15mm and 10 mm inter-rows spacing.

5- The motion was a supply to prototype by rotating the hand of pedals that turning the crank which pushes the connecting rood of the slider block. The motions metamorphose to slider flat bars by the connecting rod, then the reciprocating motion of the slider pushing the shelling plat. To improve the handle motion, it covered with a freely rotating pipe, is provided for energizing the machine.

The description of prototype work

The transmission motion from hand pushing to shelling plate was regulated by changing the crank radius. The ears rotate about vertical cob's axes in proportional motion with reciprocating shelling plate, which reciprocating (recycling) with greater rapidity than the rotating ears. Therefore, it is bringing all parts of the ear under the action of the shelling teeth.
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The theoretical predication of the shelling operation

The hand pedal revolves the rank at \( \omega \) radians/sec and the pin forces the arm to move right and left. The pin slides in the slot and point “P” on the shelling plate oscillates right and left (Figure 2) as it is constrained to move only in the side direction by the hole through which it slides. The motion of point “P” is simple harmonic motion. Point “P” moves slide right and left so at any moment it has a displacement “\( x \)”, velocity “\( v \)” and acceleration “\( a \)”.

The pin is located at radius “\( R \)” from the centre of the wheel. The horizontal displacement of the pin from the vertical centre line at any time is “\( x \)”. This is also the displacement of point “P”. The yoke reaches a maximum displacement equal to “\( R \)” when the pin is at the left end and “\( -R \)” when the pin is at the horizontal position. This is the amplitude of the oscillation. If the wheel rotates at “\( \omega \)” radian/sec then after time “\( t \)” seconds the angle rotated is “\( \theta = \omega t \)” radians. From Figure 3, we find

\[
x = R \cos (\omega t)
\]

Velocity is the rate of distance change with time and in calculus form of “\( v = \frac{dx}{dt} \)”. If we differentiate “\( x \)” we get “\( v = \frac{dx}{dt} = -\omega R \sin (\omega t) \)”.

The plot is also shown on figure 3. The maximum velocity or amplitude is “\( \omega R \)” and this occurs as the pin passes through the vertical position and is plus on the way slide right and minus on the way slide left. This makes sense since the tangential velocity of a point moving in a circle is “\( v = \omega R \)” and at the vertical point they are the same thing.

Acceleration is the rate of change of velocity with time and in calculus form “\( a = \frac{dv}{dt} \)”. Differentiating “\( v \)” we get

\[
a = \frac{dv}{dt} = -\omega^2 R \cos (\omega t).
\]

The plot is also shown on figure 3. The amplitude is “\( \omega^2 R \)” and this is positive at the left slide and minus at the right (when the yoke is about to change direction). Since, \( R \cos (\omega t) = x \) then substituting \( x \) we find
This is the usual definition of simple harmonic motion (S.H.M). The equation tells us that anybody that performs sinusoidal motion must have an acceleration that is directly proportional to the displacement and is always directed to the point of zero displacement. The constant of proportionality is \( \omega^2 \). Any vibrating body that has a motion that can be described in this way must vibrate with S.H.M. and have the same equations for displacement, velocity and acceleration.

In the analysis so far made, we measured angle \( \theta \) from the horizontal position and arbitrarily decided that the time was zero at this point. Suppose we start the timing after the angle has reached a value of \( \phi \) from this point. In these cases, \( \phi \) is called the phase angle. The resulting equations for displacement, velocity and acceleration are then as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Displacement} & \quad x = R \cos (\omega t + \phi) \\
\text{Velocity} & \quad v = \frac{dx}{dt} = - \omega R \sin (\omega t + \phi) \\
\text{Acceleration} & \quad a = \frac{dv}{dt} = - \omega^2 R \cos (\omega t + \phi)
\end{align*}
\]

The plots of \( x \), \( v \) and \( a \) are the same but the vertical axis is displaced by \( \phi \) as shown on figure (3-b). A point to note on figure (3-a) and (3-b) is that the velocity graph is shifted \( \frac{1}{4} \) cycle \((90^\circ)\) to the left and the acceleration graph is shifted a further \( \frac{1}{2} \) cycle making it \( \frac{3}{4} \) cycle out of phase with \( x \). The frequency of the hand wheel of shelling prototype in revolutions per second is equivalent to the reciprocated shelling plate frequency. If the hand wheel rotates at "n" rev/s the time of one revolution is \( 1/n \) sec.
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**The corn ears properties**

Any cobs that were not appropriately shaped or not fully kernel were eliminated from the tests. Only straight cobs with even geometric dimensions were considered eligible for testing.
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Biometric indicators of corn ears were determined by measuring the length and diameter of 100 ears and counting the number of vertical and horizontal grain rows. The variety of maize under experiments was Treble Hagen 324 with the following specification as tabulated in table (1). The grains mass (measurement accuracy of 0.1g) was evaluated at definite moisture content. The moisture content (MC, %) as a percentage of moisture based on wet weight of the kernels, and the ear was determined using the oven drying method according to PN-ISO 6540. The oven drying KBC G-65/250 (PREMED) was used. The moisture content was calculated according to the formula:

$$MC = \left[1 - \frac{m_1}{m_0} \times \frac{m_2}{m_3}\right] \times 100, \%$$

Where:
- $m_0$ – mass of sample [g],
- $m_1$ – mass of sample after drying [g],
- $m_2$ – mass of sample before initial conditioning [g],
- $m_3$ – mass of sample after initial conditioning [g].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table (1): The biometric indices of corn ear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of vertical grain in rows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of horizontal grain in rows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experimental variable
1. Four levels of reciprocating stroke (RS) were changed during failing the experiment. There were regulated by changing the crank radius (4.5; 6.5; 8.5 and 10.5cm).
2. Three levels of shelling teeth number (100; 125 and 150) were investigated.
3. Three levels of the hand revolution of pedal “n” namely15; 25 and 35rpm. The one hand revolution of crank recorded as one cycle, then the frequency factor of shelling surface (Ff) is equal the following equation:

$$Ff = \frac{\omega}{2\pi} = \frac{2\pi n}{60 \times 2\pi} = \frac{n}{60} \text{ HZ}$$

4. The clearance between the corn ear and shelling plate is identified. Three of shelling clearances were 2.5; 3.0 and 3.5mm.
5. All experiments were carried out under constant kernel and cob ear moisture content “MC” of 10.8% and 10.32 “wb” respectively and the operation force on the pedal hand may be considered constant.
General evaluations of shelling unit

The four criteria used to evaluate the performance of the sheller in the laboratory were: prototype productivity, shelling losses or un-shelling, and kernel damage.

1- The shelling efficiency (SE, %) was calculated from the expression:

\[ SE = \frac{M_1}{M_1 + M_2} \times 100 \]

Where: \( M_1 \) is the mass of kernels in kernel collector in g;
\( M_2 \) is the mass of loose kernels in g.

2- The separation loss or un-shelling (USE, %) refers to the loose kernels in the shelling chamber and was calculated from the expression

\[ USE = \frac{M_2}{M_1 + M_2} \times 100 \]

3- The capacity (Sheller productivity) was determined as the material output per unit time, in kg h\(^{-1}\). It was calculated for all treatments under study by feeding corn batches (15 ears per every treatment) to holding device. After the kernels shelled there were collected and massed. Also, during shelling operation the shelling times were measured. Then the following relation was used to determine the productivity:

\[ P = \left( \frac{M \times 3600}{t} \right) \text{ kg h}^{-1} \]

Where: \( P \) = the productivity in kg h\(^{-1}\)
\( M \) = mass of shelled kernel in kg
\( t \) = time in sec

All data collected for all parameters of different treatments were statistically analyzed. Statistical analyses included analysis of variance, standard deviation and least-significant difference (LSD).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The shelling teeth number

The effect of the teeth number on the shelling prototype performance is illustrated in figure 4 at different of the hand revolution (n, rpm) of the pedal prototype. The general trend of above relation is that increasing the shelling plate teeth decreases the corn shelling efficiency until the minimum values of shelling after that the relation com to increases at the 15rpm (n1) pedal revolution number. This results in inversed at 35 rpm (n3) because of at the low revolution number of (n1) give the chance to move the ear corn around its center line recorded increasing the slippage around the teeth. Consequently, reduce the shelling efficiency. The shelling efficiencies are recorded the highest values “74.32; 90.18 and 74%” at 100, 125 and 150 teeth respectively. The corresponding results for the un-shelling efficiency as shown in Fig. (4-B) are similarly with the inverse trend for shelling curves.
The frequency factor (Ff)

The experiments are carried out to form a good judgment of corn shelling efficiency as depended variables on un-depended parameters for the shelling prototype. Figure (5) illustrates the combination factors for two faces. Firstly, the relationship between the theoretical stroke times of hand pedal for shelling prototype and the displacement of point “P”.

Secondly, the experimental lab results of shelling frequency (Hz) and shelling efficiency in percentage at constant of the hand the pedal revolution number of “15 rpm”; shelling plate clearance of “3.0 mm” and shelling teeth number of 125. The experimental data in figure 5 likes the same trend of the theoretical relationship for all treatments under study. Increasing the shelling frequency the shelling efficiency takes the shape of the cosine curve with the average fluctuation of 90; 80; 70 and 88% at crank radius of 4.5; 6.5; 8.5 and 10.5 respectively. For 4.5 crank radiuses as the example and at P displacement of 3 cm and the shelling frequency of 12 Hz the “ω t” of crank recorded 4.2 redial and 79% shelling efficiency. As the crank radius of 6.5 cm the “P” displacement increased to 6.2 cm and then the shelling frequency recorded of 11.8 Hz, the “ω t” of crank recorded 3.8 redial and 78% shelling efficiency.
The maximum of shelling efficiency (98.0%) were found at shelling plate frequency of 1.18 Hz, 10.2 shelling displacement of point "P" and crank ωt of 3.8 radial. Any hand revolution of pedal recorded three linear speed of shelling plate (m/s) relative to the variation of crank radius. At decreases the crank radius increases the linear speed of the shelling plate and at the same times vice versa for stroke length. Figure (6) shows the effect of shelling plate speed (m/s) on the un-shelling efficiency. Generally, the resulted point out that, increasing the shelling plate speed decreases the un-shelling efficiency. For example, at hand pedal revolution number of 25 rpm, the shelling efficiency decreased about 1.18; 1.25 and 1.38 times at 25; 30 and 35mm shelling plate clearance respectively.

Fig. (5): The combination of t, rad⁻¹ with P displacement and shelling plate frequency with shelling efficiency.
On the other hand, the minimum un-shelled efficiency was recorded at greatest shelling clearance. For example, the un-shelled efficiencies were 2.12; 11.06 and 22.88% at shelling clearance of 25, 30 and 35mm respectively during regulating the crank radius at 10.5cm.
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**Fig.(6): The un-shelling efficiency via the shelling plate speed**

**The shelling plate clearance**

The relationship between the shelling efficiency of corn and crank radii at different shelling plate clearance (25; 30 and 35 mm) and average different of hand the pedal revolution number (15; 25, 35 and 45rpm) are illustrated in figure (7-a). Generally, the resulted point out that, increasing the crank radius of operating mechanisms increases the grain shelling efficiency. For example, at hand pedal revolution number of 45 rpm, the shelling efficiency increased about 1.18; 1.25 and 1.38 times at 25; 30 and 35mm shelling plate clearance respectively. On the other hand, the maximum shelling efficiency were recorded at lowest shelling clearance. For example, the shelling efficiency is 98.98; 88.94 and 77.15 at shelling clearance of 25, 30 and 35mm respectively during regulating the crank radius on 10.5cm.

From figure (7-b), the un-shelled efficiency increased as increasing the shelling plate clearances at all different of crank radius. From the other’s sides, by increasing the crank radius the un-shelled efficiency also decreased. For example, at hand pedal revolution number of 35 rpm, the un-shelling efficiency
decreased about 15.9; 2.61 and 1.93 times at 35 rpm crank revolution and 25; 30 and 35mm shelling plate clearance respectively. On the other hand, the minimum un-shelling efficiency was recorded at crank radius of 10.5 and shelling plate clearance of 2.5 and crank radius revolution of 35 rpm.

**Fig. (7): Effect of radius of shelling pedal on the shelling and un-shelling efficiency**

The machine productivity recorded as the function of crank radius revolution as shown in figure 8. Generally, increasing the crank radius of the shelling prototype increases the productivity. The maximum prototype productivity (79.23kg/h) was recorded at displacement of crank radius of 10.5
cm, 25mm corn shelling clearance and 0.94 Hz frequency factor. Whereas, the lower value of productivity (26.8 kg/h) was found at frequency factor of shelling plate of 1.23 Hz with corresponding lower crank radius and the highest clearance values of 4.5 cm and 2.5 mm respectively.

Fig.(8): The shelling prototype productivity
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